In Freiburg's embrace, we find the key
To a future greener than eyes could see
Students and scholars, hearts aglow with glee
Seeking knowledge, in unity we plea

In the heart of society, let knowledge reside
Science, not distant, but right by our side
Accessible to all, not veiled, not denied
In this battle 'gainst climate change, we confide

Amidst the planted facades of our great university's halls
Spaces open to all, where the weakest find solace in its thralls
Protection from the scorching heat, a refuge, as nature calls
In humanity's green embrace, a vision of hope befalls

In the realm of green working, science leads the way
A healthy environment where we toil day by day
Sustainability and knowledge, in tandem, hold sway
In harmony we labor, for a brighter future, we still pray

Panels glistening, our path to climate neutrality clear
Sustainable behavior, a mission we hold dear
In unity, we rise, dispelling doubt and fear
With research's light, a brighter world draws near

With knowledge's power and unity's grace
We've found the path to protect our sacred space
In university's green embrace, we've won the first race
For nature's future, we've found our rightful place

In battles to come, social equity lights the way
Truth, reflection, knowledge, they in unity sway
For solidarity thrives when hearts lead the fray
In common sense, acceptance, a brighter day

Within the institution, University Freiburg's domain
These values cherished, their importance remains
In its hallowed halls, where minds and hearts sustain
A beacon of enlightenment, where wisdom reigns

Social acceptance, we'll rise and overcome
The trials that test us, where unity becomes
For in truth's embrace, we find our truest home
Reflecting, learning, growing, together, we become